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Abstract

Multilingual Grammatical Framework (GF)
domain grammars have been used in a variety
of different applications, including question
answering, where concrete syntaxes for pars-
ing questions and generating answers are typi-
cally required for each supported language. In
low-resourced settings, grammar engineering
skills, appropriate knowledge of the use of sup-
ported languages in a domain, and appropriate
domain data are scarce. This presents a chal-
lenge for developing domain specific concrete
syntaxes for a GF application grammar, on the
one hand, while on the other hand, machine
learning techniques for performing question-
answering are hampered by a lack of suffi-
cient data. This paper presents a method for
overcoming the two challenges of scarce or
costly grammar engineering skills and lack of
data for machine learning. A Zulu resource
grammar is leveraged to create sufficient data
to train a neural network that approximates a
Zulu concrete syntax for parsing questions in a
proof-of-concept question-answering system.

1 Introduction

In any Grammatical Framework (GF) domain gram-
mar, typically called an application grammar, the
abstract syntax defines the domain, in the sense
that it provides the concepts of the domain and the
ways in which they can be combined to construct
meanings. The semantics is modelled, and hence
restricted, by the abstract syntax, which leads each
concrete syntax to be a controlled natural language
(CNL) of a specific natural language, due to its lim-
itation of semantics, syntax and vocabulary (Kuhn,
2014). The GF runtime enables both parsing of text
strings into abstract trees, which is a kind of lan-
guage understanding, and linearisation of abstract
trees into text strings, which is a kind of language
generation (Ranta et al., 2020).

GF-based CNLs have proven useful for de-
veloping language technology applications for
low-resourced languages.1 For example, Marais
et al. (2020) presents a multilingual CNL used
for speech-to-speech translation to enable health-
care providers to communicate with patients in
their own language. Coverage of the application
is restricted via a CNL in order to achieve high-
quality speech translation in a high risk setting. In
Marginean (2017), a GF domain grammar is used
to perform question-answering (QA) in the medical
domain.

The effort required to develop application gram-
mars is reduced if a GF resource grammar (RG)
exists for a language, since it can be used as a soft-
ware library for the morphology and syntax of the
language. Using an RG to develop an application
grammar essentially involves mapping the semantic
categories and functions in the application gram-
mar to the syntactic categories and functions in the
RG.

In this paper, we show how such a mapping can,
in a sense, be learned by a neural network so that a
workflow that relies heavily on grammar engineer-
ing skills can be replaced with one that requires
machine learning skills. The two approaches are
compared by considering the suitability of the re-
sulting artifacts for the use case.

In Section 2 we present the application context
for this work, namely a QA system where the con-
crete syntax we attempt to approximate is responsi-
ble for enabling language understanding. Then, in
Section 3 we describe what a typical workflow for
developing a Zulu concrete syntax would look like
in an under-resourced development context. Sec-
tion 4 presents the technique whereby the Zulu RG
is leveraged alongside a domain abstract syntax to
generate a dataset for training a neural network to

1For a recent audit of human language technology re-
sources for Zulu, see Moors et al. (2018)



approximate a Zulu concrete syntax. A description
of the neural networks trained and a comparison of
them is given in Section 5. We discuss and contex-
tualise the results in Section 6, before concluding
with closing remarks in Section 7.

2 Overview of a grammar-based spoken
QA system

The grammar-based system that provides the con-
text for this work is a proof-of-concept spoken QA
system that answers questions related to weather
conditions for various locations in South Africa.
The most important semantic concepts are place
names, weather conditions, weather elements and
time. The WeatherFact abstract syntax is cen-
tered around the notion of a weather fact, and for
each supported language, two concrete syntaxes are
included for expressing questions about weather
facts and answers about weather facts, respectively.
The OpenWeatherMap One Call API2 is used to
acquire up-to-date information with which to an-
swer questions. It provides current weather infor-
mation, historic weather data for 5 days, minute
information for the next hour, hourly information
for 48 hours and daily information for 7 days for
any geographical coordinates. The semantics of
this domain is by nature constrained, making a se-
mantically limited CNL an appropriate choice for
presenting a language interface to it.

The WeatherFact grammar allows questions
about the weather for a fixed list of 33 locations in
South Africa, including the biggest cities, provin-
cial capitals, and cities and towns with airports. Fur-
thermore, users can ask about the general weather
conditions, or about specific weather metrics, such
as cloud coverage or temperature, and time can be
indicated by referring to a number (between 1 and
99) of minutes, hours or days in the past or future,
or the concepts of yesterday and tomorrow. Typi-
cal English questions included in the grammar are
‘What is the weather like in Johannesburg?’ and
‘What will the wind speed be in Cape Town in two
days?’.

Figure 4 shows the basic architecture of the text-
based part of the QA system. The WeatherFact
multilingual GF grammar is responsible for pars-
ing questions into semantic trees and linearising
semantic trees into answers. Any given semantic
tree can be linearised as a question or an answer,
but parsing a question will result in an incomplete

2https://openweathermap.org/api/one-call-api

Figure 1: QA architecture

semantic tree – a missing sub-tree must be created
and inserted by the QA system, so that the complete
tree can be linearised as an answer. Figure 2 shows
an example of a semantic tree, with the sub-tree
that would be missing if it was created by parsing a
question using the WeatherFactEngQ concrete
syntax indicated in bold.

The incomplete semantic tree contains all the
information necessary to inform the QA system
of which query to send to the weather service, as
well as how to extract the relevant information
from the result in order to complete the tree. The
root node informs the QA system what kind of
information to expect in the tree. The OpenWeath-
erMap One Call API accepts geographical coor-
dinates and returns a structured description of the
current, past and future weather conditions as men-
tioned above. For example, in the case shown here,
the QA system must use the Location informa-
tion (in the form of a place name) in the tree to
look up relevant geographical coordinates, which
is used to send a query. The TimeInstant and
WeatherElement information is then used to
extract the appropriate information from the query
result in order to supply the missing sub-tree.

3 Developing a question-parsing concrete
syntax

For language generation in this context, it is entirely
acceptable to provide a single way of expressing
a certain meaning. However, a spoken QA system
should allow some variation in how meaning is
expressed by the user. Training data-driven models
for this purpose typically requires large datasets of
question-answer pairs (Bao et al., 2016), which are
not available for many under-resourced languages,
such as Zulu. Instead, a grammar-based language
understanding system, developed for the relevant
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Figure 2: Semantic tree corresponding to the question ‘What will the wind speed be in Cape Town in two days?’
and the answer ‘In two days, the wind speed in Cape Town will be 14.5 kilometers an hour.’

domain, remains a feasible approach to making
spoken QA systems available for under-resourced
languages. It then falls to the grammar engineer
to produce a concrete syntax with an acceptable
amount of flexibility for user input.

For Zulu, this is not usually as simple as boot-
strapping from an existing concrete syntax for, for
example, English, since the two languages are very
dissimilar in terms of their linguistic characteris-
tics and lexicon. For example, consider the En-
glish utterances ‘Is it hot in Johannesburg?’ and
‘Is it windy in Johannesburg?’, which concern the
WeatherElement concepts of Temperature
and WindSpeed, respectively. These utterances
were translated by a Zulu language practitioner in
order to develop an idiomatic Zulu concrete syn-
tax, and the translations were given as Kuyashisa
eGoli? and Kunomoya eGoli?. At first glance, the
difference between the two Zulu utterances may
appear to mirror that of the English utterances, but
this is not the case.

Kuyashisa contains the verb root -shis-, which
means to be hot, and it is used here in the present
tense with the subject concord for noun class 17
(a locative class), to mean ‘it is hot’. Kunomoya,
on the other hand, contains the noun root -moya,
meaning ‘wind’, and it is used in the present tense
associative copulative construction, along with
the subject concord for noun class 17, to mean
‘it is with wind’. A concrete syntax developer
would have to know that the two concepts are ex-
pressed using different syntactic constructions in
Zulu, so that the Zulu linearisation category of
WeatherElement in the application grammar
reflects this variability. Ideally, the concrete syntax
developer needs a tool to analyse the translated ut-
terances to detect the syntactic and morphological
characteristics in the domain data.

A Zulu resource grammar (RG) is currently un-
der development3, and in conjunction with the GF
runtime and an appropriate lexicon, it provides the
ability to parse Zulu utterances in order to inspect
their linguistic structure. A typical workflow for
developing a domain specific concrete syntax using
the Zulu RG is as follows:

1. Develop the abstract syntax and an English
concrete syntax.

2. Identify a representative subset of utterances
from the grammar and render them in English.

3. Obtain a set of translations for the English
utterances.

4. Analyse the syntactic constructions used in
the Zulu translations (with the help of the RG),
and extrapolate from them in order to imple-
ment the Zulu concrete syntax.

5. Generate Zulu utterances from the concrete
syntax for review.

The resulting concrete syntax models the linguistic
structures found in the translated domain data. The
last step in the workflow requires specialised gram-
mar engineering skills. In South Africa, where
such skills are not taught at tertiary level, this work-
flow cannot be implemented widely. On the other
hand, machine learning is widely taught and a grow-
ing community of natural language processing re-
searchers in Africa (Orife et al., 2020) could exploit
workflows that rely on data-driven techniques.

4 Data for domain specific language
understanding

The obvious requirement for developing any data-
driven solution is sufficient and appropriate data.

3https://github.com/LauretteM/gf-rgl-zul



Many efforts have been made and are currently un-
derway to gather corpora for the under-resourced
languages of Africa and South Africa (Barnard
et al., 2014; Moors et al., 2018). In this work, we
present a technique for generating a domain spe-
cific corpus. The use case admits of a semantically
restricted CNL – in essence, we intend to develop a
model for a Zulu CNL which is, in addition, implic-
itly restricted linguistically, rather than explicitly
as with a GF concrete syntax.

4.1 What to learn?

A concrete syntax enables the GF parser to accept
strings and to produce typed semantic tree struc-
tures, but this need not be the only options to con-
sider as input and output for a neural network.

When considering Zulu text input, a first option
is to use space separated tokens, but this presents
some problems for machine learning. Zulu is an
agglutinating language with a conjunctive orthog-
raphy, resulting in tokens that often consist of
long sequences of morphemes and which typically
leads to sparsity in datasets. Alternation rules gov-
ern sound changes between adjacent morphemes,
which makes the task of segmenting morpheme
sequences non-trivial. However, Kotzé and Wolff
(2015) have shown that segmenting on syllable
boundaries, which are easily identified, can im-
prove the performance of natural language transla-
tion systems. Furthermore, one could also consider
character-level segmentation (Lee et al., 2017).

The Zulu RG provides additional options for in-
put to a neural network, although it introduces a
pre-processing step that may be subject to failure.
Specifically, Zulu strings could be parsed by the
GF runtime using the Zulu RG to produce syntax
trees. Syntax trees, however, are hierarchical, and
it may not be necessary to retain this structure in
order to benefit from the pre-processing step. In
fact, transformer sequence-to-sequence models use
multi-head attention to learn the most relevant rela-
tionships between tokens in a sequence (Vaswani
et al., 2017). In order to exploit existing trans-
former model implementations, the trees could be
flattened into sequences of syntax function names.
Additionally, the syntax trees could be mined for
relevant information directly by, for example, ex-
tracting the lexical nodes to produce a lemma se-
quence.

A similar flattening might also be useful for the
target of the neural network. Developing a con-

crete syntax that parses semantic function name se-
quences into semantic trees is trivial: each linearisa-
tion category is defined as a string, and each lineari-
sation function is implemented to produce its own
name followed by the strings of its children. The
GF parser can then be exploited to restore the typed
hierarchical structure.4 Simpler sequences could
be implemented by letting non-terminal functions
produce an empty string followed by the strings
contributed by its children. Such a concrete syntax
essentially defines a natural language agnostic key-
word question language that could be used by the
QA system in exactly the same way as a concrete
syntax for natural language questions.

4.2 What to learn from?
In the workflow discussed in Section 3, the rep-
resentative subset of utterances from the domain
grammar that is rendered in English in order to be
translated, is chosen to be minimal and repetitive.
For each semantic category, a template utterance is
identified and the chosen category varied, so that
its effect on the utterance can be seen. This kind
of repetition is also a useful way to discourage a
translator from introducing spurious variability in
their translations that make it difficult to isolate
the effects of the various semantic functions on the
Zulu utterances. Variability, if required, is more
effectively elicited by procuring utterances from
different translators and by including variability in
the source language.

For the WeatherFact grammar, 76 questions
were generated via the English concrete syntax,
which were translated by two language practition-
ers, resulting in 152 Zulu utterances. The English
utterances included variations of utterances where
it seemed natural in the English, such as ’How hot
is it in Johannesburg?’ for ’What is the tempera-
ture in Johannesburg?’. Although, Zulu numerals
“are not a coherent morphosyntactic class” (Zerbian
and Krifka, 2008), their behaviour is not domain
specific information that requires elicitation from
a translator, and hence the semantic functions for
numbers were not varied in the elicitation data in
the same way as other semantic functions.

The translations were parsed using the Zulu RG
and a domain specific lexicon. Since the Zulu RG
has not been completed yet, for the purpose of this
experiment, it was extended, especially with re-

4Of course, this would only be possible if the function
name sequence is defined by the concrete syntax. We discuss
this caveat in Section 5.



gards to question words and their accompanying
syntactic functions, in order to be able to achieve
parses for 148 of the 152 translations, with at least
one parsed Zulu utterance for each English utter-
ance. The result is a set of 148 semantic-syntactic
tree pairs.

4.2.1 Augmenting data within a CNL
The constraints on a domain of utterances imposed
by the definition of an abstract syntax presents an
opportunity to perform data augmentation that is
likely to be semantically reliable. Augmentation
can be done based on semantic categories, while
the Zulu RG can be leveraged to produce grammat-
ically correct Zulu utterances. If it is known that a
certain change from one semantic tree to another
is accompanied by a certain change from the corre-
sponding syntax tree to another, this can be used to
derive so-called augmentation rules. A rule would
have the following form:
TA, TB → ta, tb: Given a semantic tree T1 and

corresponding syntax tree t1, if a semantic tree T2

is acquired by substituting TA in T1 for TB , and a
syntax tree t2 is acquired by substituting ta in t1
for tb, then t2 is the corresponding syntax tree of
T2.

A simple example from the WeatherFact do-
main is the following,

{Hour,Minute} → {hora 5 6 N,zuzu 3 4 N}

which essentially states that whenever the noun
stem -hora is used to express the meaning of Hour,
the noun stem -zuzu can be used to express the
meaning of Minute instead. With this rule, for
example, the Zulu sentence Bekushisa eMbombela
emahoreni amathathu adlule? (‘How hot was it
in Mbombela three hours ago?’) gives rise to a
new sentence, namely Bekushisa eMbombela em-
izuzwini emithathu edlule? (‘How hot was it in
Mbombela three minutes ago?’). Note the effect
that the change in the class of the noun has on the
modifying adjective -thathu (‘three’), namely that
amathathu becomes emithathu, as well as the rel-
ative clause based on the verb -dlule (‘passed’),
where adlule becomes edlule.

Rules are not limited with regards to the com-
plexity of the sub-trees they contain. Figure 3
shows the rule which states that whenever the ad-
verb izolo, which expresses Yesterday, is used,
an adverbial phrase, which is linearised as ema-
horeni amabili adlule, can be used to express the

notion of two hours ago (or TimePast (Sub10
D02) Hour).

A set of augmentation rules were developed with
reference to the semantic-syntactic tree pairs. This
was done by hand, but in principle, rules could also
be derived from the semantic-syntactic tree pairs
automatically, provided that the seed data is suf-
ficiently representative. For example, we did not
attempt to elicit examples of all numerals in the
seed data in order to derive appropriate augmen-
tation rules for numerals 1 to 99. Instead, these
rules were defined by consulting linguistic texts,
and could easily be reused for different domains.
The augmentation rules were exhaustively applied
to the seed data, which resulted in 341 254 unique
semantic-syntactic tree pairs.

Next, the Zulu RG was used to linearise each syn-
tax tree in order to obtain a Zulu utterance. Then,
both the semantic and syntax trees were flattened
and simplified to sequences of keywords and ab-
stract lexical functions (effectively lemmas), re-
spectively. The result was a dataset of 5-tuples
(as shown in Table 1) that could be used to train
sequence-to-sequence neural networks.

4.2.2 Review of augmentation algorithm

The semantic trees generated by the augmentation
algorithm were compared to all those defined by
the WeatherFact abstract syntax to determine
if any semantic trees for questions were missing.
The only trees not generated were those that con-
tain a digit sequence starting with a zero. Given
the semantics of the domain, this meant that all
meaningful numbers (and therefore semantic trees)
were generated.

A random sample of 100 5-tuples from the aug-
mented data was selected and the Zulu linearisa-
tions, alongside their English equivalents, were pre-
sented to a language practitioner for review. The
only errors discovered in the augmented data were
the incorrect use of the immediate future and past
tenses where the remote future and past tenses were
required. This was deemed not to be a problem for
this application, given the One Call API’s time
frame, for which the use of the remote tenses is
unlikely. If it had presented a problem, the solution
would have been to procure more translations that
contain the remote tenses in Zulu, and to refine the
augmentation rules accordingly.



Figure 3: Example of an augmentation rule

Semantic tree TimeElementFact Mbombela (TimePast (Sub10 D03) Minute) (Temperature ?)
Keywords Mbombela TimePast D03 Minute Temperature
Syntax tree PhrUtt NoPConj (UttS (UseCl TPerfPresTemp PPos (PredVP (UsePron (ProDrop

it15 Pron)) (AdvVP (UseV shis V) (LocNPAdv (AdvNP (DetCN (DetQuant
IndefArt NumSg) (UseN Mbombela)) (LocNPAdv (DetCN (DetQuant IndefArt
NumPl) (RelCN (AdjCN (PositA thathu A) (UseN zuzu 3 4 N)) (UseRCl
TPerfTemp PPos (RelVP IdRP (UseV dlul V)))))))))))) NoVoc

Lemmas it15 Pron shis V Mbombela thathu A zuzu 3 4 N dlul V
Linearisation bekushisa eMbombela emizuzwini emithathu edlule

Table 1: Example of a 5-tuple data point

4.2.3 Balancing the data
The presence of especially numbers in the gram-
mar requires that the dataset be balanced to some
extent. Since some kinds of utterances can contain
any of the numbers below 100, these utterances
far outnumber other kinds. The kind of utterances
in this domain happens to correlate well with the
length of the keyword sequence it is represented
by, and so balancing was done on the length of the
target keyword sequences by duplicating shorter
utterances in the dataset. The final dataset contains
954 324 entries, and includes at least one exam-
ple of every semantic question tree defined by the
domain abstract syntax.

Usually, such duplication is not done when train-
ing machine learning systems, but in this case, we
are aiming to approximate a concrete syntax. We
will have achieved our goal if exactly those utter-
ances which would have been modelled by a con-
crete grammar are handled correctly by the model,
that is, those utterances that are in our implicit Zulu
CNL. In effect, we are introducing drastic sample
bias because our use case allows it.

5 Sequence-to-sequence models for
language understanding

The PyTorch5 implementation of a transformer
sequence-to-sequence model of Vaswani et al.
(2017) was used as the basis for a number of neural
networks with varying input types, namely Zulu
text strings, syntax function sequences and lemma

5https://pytorch.org

Figure 4: QA architecture

Model F score P score
token2key 1.00000 100%
syllable2key 1.00000 100%
char2key 0.99537 97.84%
syntax2key 1.00000 100%
lemma2key 0.99966 99.67%

Table 2: Comparison of different transformer models
on a test set

sequences. For input based on the Zulu text strings,
tokenisation was done on white space, syllable
boundaries, and characters. Keyword sequences
were used as the target. In total, five different mod-
els were trained on the augmented data, which was
split into training, validation and test sets. Training
was done over 3 epochs, which turned out to be
sufficient for the models to converge. Table 2 lists
the results obtained.



F score was calculated using the NLTK6 imple-
mentation of ChrF score (with the default parame-
ter values) on each respective test set. We have in-
cluded the percentage of perfect predictions, which
we have called the P score, because this is an indi-
cation of the number of times the QA system will
be able to provide the user with exactly the infor-
mation that was asked for, with no need to engage
the user further.

The perfect or near perfect F for all the models
show that they all succeed in learning to translate
the controlled Zulu language to keyword sequences.
Furthermore, the perfect or near perfect P scores
mean that almost all output from the models can
be parsed successfully using the keyword sequence
concrete syntax. As such, the models could be used,
in conjunction with a keyword concrete syntax, to
approximate a Zulu concrete syntax for language
understanding.

5.1 Bias and generalisation

We have knowingly introduced sample bias into our
models by training exclusively on synthetic data.
The next step would be to try to determine if any
of the models generalise beyond the implicit Zulu
CNL represented by the training data to a more
semantically constrained CNL. In other words, can
the model(s) accurately understand independently
sourced Zulu utterances that express meanings de-
fined in the abstract syntax?

To investigate this, the original set of English
seed utterances were translated by two new Zulu
translators. The new translations only contain a
13% overlap with the original translations, which
seems to confirm the need for allowing variability
in user input for a Zulu QA system. As before,
the translations were parsed using the Zulu RG
and in this case, we did not extend the grammar to
parse the new translations. However, in order to
compare the different models, we only used those
new translations that could be parsed using the RG
as is: we used 71 utterances, and discarded 81.
As the RG becomes more complete, the former
number should rise and the latter should drop. For
now, we note that this step introduces some bias
in the evaluation towards the syntactic structures
currently covered by the RG.

The seed data was designed to be minimal and
repetitive, as noted earlier, which makes it an
unsuitable evaluation set. In order to achieve a

6http://www.nltk.org/

Model F score P score
token2key 0.65185 33%
syllable2key 0.83098 54%
char2key 0.81897 52%
syntax2key 0.81894 52%
lemma2key 0.83629 53%
lemma2key* 0.18702 0%

Table 3: Comparison of different transformer models
on independently generated data

more balanced evaluation set, we augmented the
71 parsed utterances (resulting in 138 896 utter-
ances) and sampled it so that the final evaluation
set contained 100 independently generated 5-tuples,
balanced according to keyword sequence length. It
should be noted that this augmentation step is only
possible on utterances that can be parsed using the
RG.

The bias introduced by limiting our evaluation to
such utterances becomes clear when inspecting the
evaluation set: although all the weather elements
included in the domain grammar appear in the set
of newly parsed utterances, this is only true for
the present tense. The syntactic constructions used
in the new translations to express the notion of
temperature in the past and future tenses are the
only ones currently covered by the RG. As a result,
the Temperature keyword occurs in 52 of the
100 keyword sequences.

From Table 3, we can see that the lemma2key
model performs the best in terms of F score, with
syllable2key, syntax2key and syntax2key achieving
comparable scores. In fact, the outlier is the to-
ken2key model trained on space separated tokens,
which seems to confirm that the orthography of
Zulu presents a problem for machine learning, and
that, presumably, any attempt to segment the text
systematically produces an improvement.

For reference, we have included the F and P
scores for a lemma2key* model trained only on
the original seed data. Table 4 gives a comparison
of some examples in the evaluation set for each
of the two lemma-based models. The predictions
have been post-processed to include only the tokens
appearing before the first end-of-sequence symbol.
It is evident that the model trained on the seed
data has simply learned to produce sequences that
mostly consist of the token ‘Johannesburg’, hence
its P score of 0%.



Target Augmented model prediction
NorthernCape Yesterday NorthernCape Yesterday
EasternCape WindSpeed EasternCape Clouds
Durban Yesterday Temperature Durban Temperature
Limpopo TimePast D01 Hour Limpopo TimePast D01 Hour
Target Seed model prediction
NorthernCape Yesterday Johannesburg Johannesburg
EasternCape WindSpeed Johannesburg Temperature
Durban Yesterday Temperature Johannesburg
Limpopo TimePast D01 Hour Johannesburg Johannesburg Johannesburg

Table 4: Comparing the lemma2key model trained on the augmented data and the seed data

Figure 5: Grammar component of the QA architecture,
adapted to include a Zulu sequence-to-sequence model
for questions

6 Discussion

We have shown that the Zulu RG can be leveraged
in conjunction with a domain abstract syntax to aug-
ment a very small set of manually translated data
to a sufficiently large set of synthetic data, which
essentially represents all the utterances a concrete
syntax would be expected to cover. Using this
dataset, a variety of different transformer models
can be trained and incorporated into a pipeline that
would perform almost exactly like the GF runtime
enabled by a Zulu concrete syntax, with regards to
parsing natural language into typed semantic tree
structures. From this we conclude that it is possible
to approximate a Zulu GF concrete syntax with a
neural network to perform language understanding.
Figure 5 shows the adapted configuration.

The language that is correctly “understood” by
the models (i.e. the set of Zulu strings that lead
to perfect predictions) has also been shown to be
somewhat larger than what a concrete syntax might
include. While it does not make sense to talk about
the language accepted by a neural model, the model
is integrated into the QA system in conjunction
with a language agnostic keyword concrete syn-
tax. Hence, those Zulu sentences that cause the

neural model to produce strings that are in the key-
word sequence language can be thought of as being
“accepted”. And while it is not possible to know
exactly which Zulu sentences are accepted in this
way, it is known which keyword sequences can be
reconstructed into typed trees defined by the ab-
stract syntax. In the long definition of a CNL, with
regards to the C in CNL, Kuhn (2014) proposes
that a CNL must be restricted in terms of “lexicon,
syntax and/or semantics” (our emphasis) and also
that it be “explicitly and consciously defined”. It
is certainly the case that the domain abstract syn-
tax, as well as the keyword concrete syntax, is
explicitly and consciously restricted in terms of
semantics, while the input to the system is natural
Zulu. Hence, we contend that the conjunction of
a neural model and a keyword concrete syntax as
described here does indeed implement a controlled
natural language.

This work differs in some important ways from
other text augmentation attempts. The goal of text
augmentation is usually to improve machine learn-
ing by supplementing existing data (Duwairi R,
2021). The seed data is typically enough to train
a reasonable system, but significant improvements
can be made via augmentation. In this work, due
to the absence of suitable data, seed data was gen-
erated via manual translation. This is an expensive
way of obtaining data, and so the goal was to start
with a minimal seed corpus, which we showed to
be woefully insufficient to train a useful model.

Although the effective gain in data size for
text augmentation techniques is not often reported,
with authors instead reporting on improvements
in system performance (Sharifirad et al., 2018;
Kobayashi, 2018; Rizos et al., 2019; Şahin and
Steedman, 2018), an increase of 5 times the origi-
nal dataset is reported by Wang and Yang (2015),



while Duwairi R (2021) report a tenfold increase.
This is in sharp contrast to the more than 2000-fold
increase achieved here, from 148 to 341 254 unique
utterances.

Furthermore, text augmentation has often fo-
cused on text classification tasks (Sharifirad et al.,
2018; Kobayashi, 2018; Rizos et al., 2019), as op-
posed to sequence generating tasks, such as POS-
tagging (Şahin and Steedman, 2018). Our work is
similar to the latter in that a sequence of labels is
generated, but, to the best of our knowledge, our
work differs from any previous work with regards
to the novelty of the target sequences generated by
the augmentation process. In classification tasks,
augmentation techniques have been aimed at pro-
ducing more examples that preserve (or at most
flip) the labels of the existing data (such techniques
are “meaning preserving” (Rizos et al., 2019) in
different senses, depending on the task), while the
work of Şahin and Steedman (2018) either reduces
or rearranges POS tags of existing target sequences
(along with their corresponding source sequences)
by cropping and rotating Universal Dependency
trees.

Our augmentation technique, in contrast, lever-
ages a domain grammar that models the seman-
tics of a domain to produce entirely new target
sequences. In addition, it leverages a Zulu resource
grammar that models the linguistics of the natu-
ral language to produce corresponding source se-
quences. A useful connection has been explored
between Universal Dependency trees and the GF
RG library (Kolachina and Ranta, 2019), and in
this sense also, our work is most similar to that
of Şahin and Steedman (2018). However, the ad-
dition of a semantic domain abstract syntax has
been the key to generating pairs of new source and
target sequences for the task of language under-
standing. For example, substituting the notion of
‘yesterday’ with that of ‘two hours ago’, as per the
rule in Figure 3, produces a new data point where
the source sequence (via the syntax tree) and the
target sequence (via the semantic tree) contain new
tokens.

The domain abstract syntax increases the factor
by which data can be augmented, while also impos-
ing limitations on the structure of new data points
that are generated. Future work will include exper-
imenting with the complexity of domain grammars
to better understand the ability of the augmenta-
tion technique to scale to larger and more complex

domains, as well as to study the ability of neural
networks to deal with increasingly complex con-
structs.7

7 Conclusion

The workflow described in this paper does not re-
quire any grammar engineering skills. Instead, it
relies on the ability to use the Zulu RG and GF run-
time to parse Zulu text and linearise syntax trees.
This is a significant advantage in contexts where
grammar engineering skills, especially in conjunc-
tion with knowledge of Zulu and its use in any
given domain, is costly or scarce.

In addition to approximating a concrete syntax,
we have shown that certain transformer sequence-
to-sequence models, trained on synthetic aug-
mented data, have some ability to generalise be-
yond the linguistic structures found in the seed
data. This is an improvement on the use of a con-
crete syntax, especially since the ability to deal
with variability in user input is important in spoken
QA systems. An attempt was made to evaluate
the extent of this kind of generalisation, although
a more accurate assessment will only be possible
once the Zulu RG is complete, since it forms the
basis for generating a balanced evaluation set from
seed data.

The neural networks developed in this work are
unidirectional, as opposed to a concrete syntax
which enables the GF runtime in both the parsing
and linearising directions. Future work will include
training neural networks in the opposite direction,
namely to generate Zulu utterances from semantic
trees. Since the language generation aspect of the
QA system only requires one way of expressing
meaning, it is expected that the technique presented
here would achieve similar success.

The data augmentation step, which centres on a
GF RG for the language, forms the core of the tech-
nique. In principle, therefore, it could be applied to
any under-resourced language for which a GF RG
exists.
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